THE STEPS LEADING UP THE PLAN
There were many discussions happening in the community in the years leading up to Envision 13th planning
process. Existing partnerships in the area helped launch the planning process and were built upon, along with
making new connections between neighborhoods and businesses.

3. WHAT WE HEARD

In 2018, Milwaukee joined the national initiative Connect Capital. This brought together representatives from
MMSD, the City, BID #50, and SSCHC to look at how MMSD’s Kinnickinnic River flood management project
could spur economic development and additional investments in the area. The Connect Capital project
prompted discussion about an amendment to the city’s comprehensive plan focused around S. 13th Street.
Connect Capital provided the opportunity for pre-plan outreach to collect information regarding concerns,
opportunities, and ideas from residents and community members along and around S. 13th Street and W.
Oklahoma Avenue. In early 2020, partners began conducting public outreach through the following:
• District 2 and District 6 MPD Community Safety Meetings
• Zablocki Elementary School meetings and events
• Kinnickinnic River Neighbors in Action recurring monthly meetings
• Participation in Aldermanic and BID-led safety walks
• Development of the community and business surveys (launched February 24, 2020). QR code with link to
survey is shared widely through partner networks and direct mailings
• One-on-one conversations and meetings with stakeholders and community representatives
• “Rock Campaign” in partnership with Public Allies - 50 homes in the neighborhood received a rock,
painting supplies, and a letter explaining the envision south 13th street effort, COVID19, and benefits of
activating local green spaces by painting and dropping off a rock at a local park/trail/etc.

Envision South 13th Street Together (Envision 13th) was developed in close collaboration with residents,
businesses, and other neighborhood stakeholders. A variety of methods were used to elicit feedback from
residents on the plan, most of which were in an online format due to the majority of the planning process taking
place during the height of the COVID-19 pandemic.
For community outreach, DCD partnered with agencies that are already embedded into the community. The
Crisol Corridor BID, MMSD and the Sixteenth Street Community Health Center (SSCHC) all assisted with promoting
the plan’s virtual public meetings and provided ideas for implementing quality community engagement. SSCHC
led the majority of one-on-one and neighborhood meetings as well as the direct outreach to community
members and leaders. The Crisol Corridor BID led all meetings and interactions with local businesses. MMSD
informed the planning team and public on green infrastructure projects and potential in the area. The following
community groups helped with outreach and were given stipends for their time: South of the Tracks - Polonia
Neighbors, KK River Neighbors in Action, Crisol Corridor Neighbors, Ohio Park Neighborhood Association,
Lighthouse Community Center, Southside Organizing Center, and Holt Neighborhood Association. Zablocki
Community School, St. Joesph’s Academy, and Grandview High School were also essential outreach partners.

Virtual Public Meeting participant screenshot - Fall 2020

Bilingual Social Media Campaign, Winter 2020/21
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Zablocki Green Team with Envision 13th Slow Down Yard Signs; cr. Zablocki
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OUTREACH STRATEGIES

TOPIC-BASED VIRTUAL PUBLIC MEETINGS

The official launch of the City’s Envision 13th planning process was delayed by the start of the COVID-19 pandemic.
The pandemic caused a re-evaluation of the Plan’s outreach process. Once outreach resumed, all meetings
and outreach were mostly conducted virtually, which despite it challenges, still led to meaningful community
connections. Outreach included:

Public meetings covered the following topic areas: Transportation & Streets, Personal Safety & Crime, Identity
& Placemaking, and Parks, Recreation & Trails. These topics best represented the needs and opportunities in
the Envision 13th community, based on pre-plan outreach. Meeting presentations were recorded, posted and
promoted online after. Comments received during the meetings were recorded in the online platform Ideaflip, and
are summarized in Appendix B. General comments from the meetings are summarized below by category:
Reckless Driving & Pedestrian Safety: This issue Virtual Discussion Board - Identity Meeting, Nov. 2020
is considered a top priority by the community.
Meeting attendees were happy with positive
changes resulting from the RII and interested in
this treatment being used at more intersections
in the future. Especially problematic intersections
and corridors were recorded and mapped (see
page 47).
ENVISION SOUTH 13TH STREET TOGETHER - S. 13TH ST. AND W. OKLAHOMA AVE.'S IDENTITY MEETING - NOVEMBER 9, 2020
Discussion/Comment
Board

PUBLIC
MEETINGS

COMMUNITY
EVENTS &
MEETINGS

SOCIAL
MEDIA &
WEBSITES

DIRECT
OUTREACH

FLYERS & SIGNS

Where in the area
did you take
people when they
came to visit?

What do you bring
up when you
describe the area
and these corridors?

Sometimes I
take people to

the KK Plaza,
some of the
restaurants on
S. 13th St

I usually
describe the
great businesses
there I love
Bombay Sweets

• 2 interviews - 1
news article + 1
podcast
• Direct
engagement
with youth at 2
schools
• 12 one-on-one
meetings
• 236 Survey
responses
(residential &
business)

• A “rock”
campaign
• 25 yard signs
• Bilingual Draft
Plan Handouts
at stores and
pop-ups.

• 2 businessfocused
meetings
• 5 pop-ups at
community
events and
presentations
to
neighborhood
groups
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E
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A FEW MORE DETAILS
• The City’s project website was created with both English
and Spanish versions. The public input summary with
the survey results and summaries of the comments from
the topic-based public meetings was also translated into
Spanish.
• Bilingual videos of meeting
presentations and clips were created
and posted to support online
outreach. Bilingual static and video
social media posts were a standard.
• Virtual lessons with Grandview
Highschool students
• Zablocki Community School Green
Team students: lessons with the WI
Bike Fed “Mike the Chicken” & Slow
Down Safety Campaign yard signs
to slow traffic and promote plan
participation.

Facebook
Twitter
Instagram
City’s E-notify
Partner email
lists and social
media
• 400+ views
of meeting
recordings and
clips
• 900+
interactions on
Project recs site

YOUTH ENGAGEMENT
Direct engagement with students in the
area was a new process for the DCD to use
in getting feedback. Staff and partners
from SSCHC and the WI Bike Fed worked
with Grandview High School and Zablocki
Community School students. From the
students, the planning team was able to see S.
13th Street from a different perspective such
as using an overhang on a building as a bus
shelter when it’s raining. The most important
things to young students were having places
to gather with
family and
friends and
having safe
streets to cross
to get to their
favorite places.

Mike the Chicken; cr. WI Bike Fed.
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Personal Safety & Crime: This topic is also a top
concern to the community. Attendees commented
on recent gun violence, the need for youth
outreach and group collaboration. They discussed
lighting and encouraging more active business
uses as potential mitigating forces.

I have lived in the
neighborhood going
on 24 years now. I
really miss the Ben
Franklin Craft Store
that was there. I
really like that the
lighting got better.

Leif: This year has
but
been challenging,
a
generally there is
monthly business
spotlight, and there
in
will be more of that
2021. Sometimes
a bit
small, sometimes

The BID keeps an
online directory
for businesses,
link in chat. Try
to keep this up
to date

I like the
idea of
the green
bumpouts

I'm wondering if the
MMSD has any
plans to incorporate
smaller scale storm
water treatments
methods
throughout the
corridor?

I love the
bio swells
as well

MMSD: We'd be interested
the
in exploring this with
BID and business owners.
We did a study about
at the
Green Infrastructure
street side of business
parking lots. There could
be a small bioswale that
and
addresses stormwater
the
brings greening toward
sidewalk.

Can the
upcoming
"wayfinding"
projects include
green spaces
found in the
neighborhood

On 13th where the
businesses are - like the
old fashioned looking
lights near the
Summerfest grounds,
and they have the
planters there. Planters
are one way of bringing
in color into the
neighborhood.

I Like the
combination
of
wayfinding
and lights

We need some
distinctive wording
or marking to
welcome people to
the area...similar to
like what Silver City
or Third Ward has.

Art can
become a
destination

There's a lot of bars
that are doing
nothing, and it
would be nice to
get some
businesses in there,
like a cafe or a
clothing store.

Breakfast
places

Do we have a scale
to identify the
priorities needed to
create a sustainable
business corridor
and an ecosystem
that promotes
community?

Survey
Wordles

The mural, it was a lot of planning with the
residents of the Polonia neighborhood. Asked
residents what they wanted to see there, what
the mural was going to represent. That's where
the trains came in because it used to be a train
trestle in the 1950s. Wanted to stick with that as
a theme. There's a Polish flat because of the
history of the neighborhood, and that's how that
came in. We came up with the black and white
to color to represent the past, present, and
future, and some space for future development.
There's big empty buildings down the Oklahoma
corridor. I've seen things change because I've
lived here for many years. 6th and Oklahoma
used to have a restaurant, there used to be
another mural over there, a peace mural I want
to say, but I'm not sure.

Like seeing all the visuals, color,
excitement to the area. If we
could get more artwork, maybe
people would slow down. I love
the idea of painted sidewalks,
crosswalks. People want to see
this. If we can bring some
exciting visual elements to the
corridor, it would be a reason
for people to explore the art,
the lights, the restaurants.

This street has a very
big challenge,
parking space is very
limited. Once more
traffic is generated,
the problem worsens.
Do you have plans to
open car parks?

Maybe we can
paint the
street or
something to
slow down
traffic

There a lot on
13th and
Cleveland. It
could be a
mini-farmer's
market.

oriented
We tried to build a very family
that
space, and looking at the pictures
at this
you shared with us, and looking
potential, but
area as an area with a lot of
video shop,
I have concerns. That Adult
for years,
and I know it has been there
street for
and 13th Street has been my
talking
many years, but when you're
sometimes
about a family environment,
of
it's hard to include those types
businesses as business development.
shops, stores,
We're talking about coffee
kids
and for me it's difficult to see
right
running around, eating ice cream,
outside that type of business.

Close Off the
street and let
the business
have sidewalk
sales.

BID: Thank you for your comment, as there
may be others that share your view. Like the
business you mentioned, the vast majority of
the businesses in our area that have been
here for years continue to do business
because they have done a good job of
managing their business and property in a
way that allows them to remain successful,
while also being respectful and mindful of

the surrounding community. Moving
forward, we as a community should continue
to talk about, advocate for, and support the
types of businesses we'd like to see remain
here and locate here on S 13th St. This will
ensure that the businesses along the
commercial corridor continue to cater to and
reflect the needs and wants of the
community.

Other

How many
empty
businesses on
Oklahoma to
Harrison? How
many empty
buildings?

Will there be
more
meetings with
the plan
moving
forward?

13th and

cleveland
lot has been
vacant for
33 years

There's got
to be at least
10 or so from
Oklahoma to
Harrison

BID: There
might be some
MMSD work
over there that
might impact
that property.

BID: There is a low
vacancy rate in the district
compared to other
districts. A big part of that
is from new, culturally
diverse communities
moving in. Empty
storefronts, only about
three or four, maybe two
on Oklahoma.

ADK
Can the South
g (2738
e
buildin
) becom
13th Street else? be
hing
somet osed into
repurp unity
comm g? day
mmin
rs?
progra
cente
senior
care?

DCD: There will be
other meetings and
conversations
around upcoming
projects. This plan
will also help identify
projects that aren't
identified yet.

It could be like
a senior
center, or a
meeting place
for kids, like
the old YMCA.

FROM THE SURVEY

What do you like the
most on South 13th
Street and/or its
surrounding
neighborhoods?

What would make
South 13th Street a
more attractive
place to visit?

BID: How do we
look at/improve
traffic safety
through a
marketing
perspective?

BID: There could be a
marketing component
for the businesses. If
we're a district known
for reckless driving, in a
city known for reckless
driving, there's
something there from
a business point

I agree, reconfiguring the
traffic pattern or creating
parking islands. Similar to
the ones in the third
ward specifically on
broadway st. This would
motivate residents or
guests to explore 13th st.

streets
are
places! :)

I would love to see
rest areas
(benches) with
elements of urban
art that identify
the diversity of the
corridor.

The new street
paintings are
good, Robert
having the store
there is great. I
love having that
there.

How can
we make
the streets
safer for
pedestrians?

Can we paint
the street to
discourage
speeding in
the
neighborhood?

What do you
want to see
change?

request for
more
information for
the property
on 13th and
Cleveland

more color
and
excitement

Placemaking
ideas we like

13th Street needs
more greenery. Could
we combine storm
water management
with decorative
greenery. This will
make a huge
aesthetic difference
to 13th St.

I like the
bioswales
as well.
The green

What businesses
do you want to
see?

Can there be a
business that
is highlighted
monthly to
introduce
it/publicize it?

Increased
advertising of
existing
businesses-publicize hours,
more signage

longer.

To increase foot
traffic, and getting a
parking lot, it'd be
nice to have
something there so
that they know
what type of
businesses are there

BID: This store provided
kazoos and harmonicas for
Halloween contest. The work
that Lincoln Music does with
the public schools, they bring
a lot of value to our
community and SE
Wisconsin, the local school
systems, etc. It's a great
example of a real
establishment in our
community and our corridor.

• 1 bilingual
Facebook
Live Launch 1000+ views!
of recording
• 6 bilingual
virtual public
meetings

Publicity needed for the businesses in
area. Small shops that people know by
word of mouth, but no directory, what
type of business, their hours, etc. There
are a lot of little businesses, like one
that does stuff for quinceañeras, but
there are other little shops that are
unknown, but they have a lot of
walking businesses, and we need to
know who they are and what their
services are. A business directory for
them -online and printed. Some of the
businesses that Natanael will work with
to update.

The new
restaurant on
13th and
Cleveland is nice,
that replaced an
old bar.

What do you
want to
preserve?

One of the businesses
the
that's really great is
It has
Lincoln Music Store.
brought a lot of knowledge
for
throughout the city
that industry. I've had
lessons
grandchildren take
that
there, and I don't see
type of business anywhere
to
else. I think it's unique
our neighborhood

Support for
small businesses
in area

I visit the
restaurants
with friends
and family.

TRAFFIC ISSUES - OKLAHOMA
We could involve the local
residents, the schools, the
high schools, the scouts,
to
come in with artists to be
part of the renovation, with
the color. That would bring
ownership too, and prevent
destruction. This would
be a
great way to be inclusive
and
bring excitement to the
area.
I would like to be a part
of
that creation

13th between oklahoma
and cleveland, there have
been deaths due to car
accidents. Three that i can
remember since i've lived
there. The longer I'm
there, the worse the
traffic gets. That goes with
the reckless driving going
on in the community.

Is there going to be another traffic
study? On 6th and Oklahoma there
have been a few different traffic
studies done because we want a
left turn arrow. There's plenty of
accidents there because everyone
seems to be in a rush, even though
we're supposed to be at home. It's
not stopping the reckless driving in
our community. You're seeing
reckless driving through
neighborhoods all over the city

Can we
have another
traffic study
for 6th and
Oklahoma?

DPW: There is an
upcoming TAP grant

for Oklahoma
be
Avenue - there will
extensive community
we engagement
process. Takes a long
time to complete

Can we address
the 13th and
Oklahoma
intersection
and the
speeding

Can there be
another traffic
study done on
13th and
oklahoma?

Brought it up
because of the
horrific accident
early yesterday
morning that took
out the bus shelter
by the gas station

There will be studies
for that safety
improvement plan.
Our traffic engineers
have very strict
procedures that they
follow, for traffic
signals and what
warrants them.

COLOR CODE

Yellow =
Participant
Comments

Orange =
responses
from City
staff or
partners

Recreation & Networks: Meeting participants were happy with recent redevelopments to Pulaski Park and
updated Ohio Park. They were excited about upcoming changes to the river related to trails.
https://ideaﬂip.com/b/6aj8d3gj8yaw/

10 Dec 2020

Placemaking, Safety & Greening: Lighting is important to create a sense of place. Participants wanted more art
and greening of the S. 13th Street corridor and more wayfinding and accessible business information.

RECOMMENDATIONS WEBSITE
As result of the outreach process and
community responses, the planning
team and PAG pulled together a set
of draft plan recomendations and
developed an interactive website,
utilizing technology that was new to
the City.
Feedback received from the website,
a meeting with businesses, and
a public meeting in April 2021
helped to further develop the Plan’s
structure and final plan projects and
recommendations.

Grandview student street design
in StreetMix
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TRAFFIC SAFETY CONCERNS
All comments regarding street safety received during the outreach process, both positive and negative, were
mapped. However, because street safety is a top concern and priority for residents and businesses in the Envision
13th planning area, the map to the right displays only the intersections and corridors identified by the community
as having the most significant challenges with pedestrian safety and reckless driving. Rings and line thickness
display the number of comments made about each intersection and corridor.
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The diversity of businesses, especially small local businesses, is unique in this area and valued by the business
and residential community. The survey results showed a desire to continue to build on this diversity for new
businesses along the S. 13th Street and W. Oklahoma Avenue corridors. Highly desired businesses include (in
the following order): coffee/tea cafe, bakery, and casual and sit-down restaurants, followed by gym/fitness
center, home goods/hardware/home furnishings store, entertainment, and specialty grocery store. During the
planning process, the community also expressed concerns about uses that may contribute to loitering, littering,
and loud noise. An oversaturation for each of the following business types is not desired: taverns; adult retail
establishments; adult entertainment venues; convenient cash establishments; and auto-oriented uses such as
gas stations, car washes, repair shops, body shops, and motor vehicle sale facilities.
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W Cleveland Ave

W Dakota St

“I would love to see rest areas (benches) with
elements of urban art that identify the diversity
of the corridor.”
“I like living on 13th but I don’t feel safe walking
with my kids and dogs around here due to the
constant speeding and wreckless driving up and
down 13th street.”

W Harrison Ave

I- 43

“It feels unsafe where lighting is poor in the
evenings. Overall the sense of safety is not there.”

W Arthur Ave

I- 43 I- 94

“There is a sense of community amongst
neighbors and businesses.”

W Hayes Ave

S 5th Ct

“I love the bioswales.”

“I would like to see some variety in
restaurants or maybe outdoor seating at
the current ones. The more people see
others out and utilizing area businesses,
the more it improves personal safety.”

S 20th St

Comments regarding the Envision 13th planning area were collected through a combination of surveys, public
meetings, and online comments. These comments helped to inform the main topics that were focused on in
the plan and to prioritize projects. There were comments on a variety of subjects, all of which were recorded and
categorized. The quotes below are samples of these comments, colored by project theme.
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“Parks are open year round with winter activities,
even biking in the winter. After being locked in
during the pandemic, we need all of these places
open so that we can be active all year round.”

S 14th St

S 25th St

S 26th St

S Layton Blvd
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